As businesses move from a premise-centric to cloud-centric business applications environment, the
demands on and weaknesses of traditional data networking technologies become glaringly clear. Agile
organizations expect and demand quicker and more flexible delivery of applications, greater visibility of
performance and real-time management of business rules without
compromise to Quality of Service (QoS), security and
compliance
requirements.
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OneStream Networks introduces SD-WAN+ and Security+. A carrier-grade solution based on software
and security functions from Versa Networks, SD-WAN+ and Security+ are built within OneStream’s global
network architecture and seamlessly integrated with OneStream’s worldwide cloud-communications
framework. This combination creates an unparalleled, comprehensive suite of enterprise-class managed
data networking, cloud communications, voice and security services.
SD-WAN+ and Security+ service offers advanced network design flexibility, application prioritization, zerotouch provisioning and security services over both public Internet, private WANs and existing MPLS and
broadband networks. Through its management portal, OneStream provides a premium user experience with
real-time access to applications routing, network performance, next-gen firewall settings and advanced
network analytics.
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OneStream SD-WAN+ Business Benefits and Highlights
Flexibility

hybrid data networking
bring your own bandwidth
OneStream-provided MPLS and/or Internet
reuse existing MPLS networks
rapid deployment model
zero-touch provisioning globally
real-time applications management
open and programmable hardware

Control &
Visibility

big-data analytics and management info
real-time dashboards
on-demand applications control and changes
centralized management
next-gen firewall
unified threat management (UTM)
intrusion detection and protection
HIPAA, PCI, SOC 2 compliance

Global
Availability

Agility

Security

local data and voice service in 80+ countries
DID/DDI in over 8,000 cities
zero-outage service architecture
in-country dial-plan compliance

Comprehensive Global Managed Services
SD-WAN+ and Security+ are part of OneStream’s global managed services
architecture, the industry’s most comprehensive suite of cloud-based voice,
unified communications, data networking and security services. Available
worldwide and designed for multi-site national and global midmarket
customers and large enterprises, OneStream’s global managed services
provide customers with an opportunity to transform their business
communications and data networking to achieve agility, competitiveness,
compliance and responsiveness. Combined with OneStream’s worldwide
service delivery expertise, white-glove deployment methodology and
24/7/365 NOC support, OneStream’s managed services have set the
standard for performance and execution for Fortune 500 companies,
midmarket companies and multisite national and global organizations.
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